
 

How To Get Premier Sports and watch the Bowls coverage 

Currently, Premier Sports is only available on the SKY platform on channel 428. It is a standalone 

channel meaning it is not part of any SKY package and must be ordered separately as a monthly 

subscription channel. 

Domestic Households: 

 

Q. I have a Sky box and a subscription to some or all SKY packages but want to add Premier 

Sports. 

 

You can do this at www.premiersports.tv or by calling 0871 663 9000. Various offers are available for 

new Bowls customers. Please email enquiries@premiersports.tv to receive the offer code. 

You do not have to take out the SKY Sports package in order to get Premier Sports.  

 

 

Q. I have a SKY box and dish but use it as a free-view box. How do I add subscription 

channels? 

 

You can add Premier Sports by calling them on 0871 663 9000 and explaining that you don’t have 

any SKY packages but want the channel. They can send out a viewing card for free.  

However, if you wish to use the SKY+ record feature you will first need to subscribe to SKY Basic via 

SKY. You will not then need a viewing card to activate Premier Sports but will be paying for channels 

from SKY you may not wish to receive in order to record programs.  

Bowls action on the channel will be repeated at least once a week so it might not be necessary to 

have the record function. 

 

Can I watch Premier Sports via the internet? 

 

Yes you can currently subscribe to view the 24/7 channel via 

http://www.premiersports.tv/top/streaming/  

 

Bowls Clubs: 

Q. I have a Sky box and a subscription to some or all SKY packages but want to add Premier 

Sports. 

You can do this at www.premiersports.tv or by emailing commercial@premiersports.tv and quote 

BOWLS. 
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Q. We do not have SKY box and dish? 
 
For Clubs without a Sky Satellite System the EIBA has entered into an agreement with DAS 

Technology, a national company who specialise in commercial satellite installations, to offer a dish 

and receiver for £450.00 plus vat. 

 

With this installation the Club will be able to access Premier Sports without having to subscribe to Sky 

and utilise one of the Commercial packages from Premier Sports. In addition to this the Club will be 

able to access the normal free view channels on satellite. 

 

To take advantage of this offer all you need to do is either telephone DAS Technology on 0844 414 

6641 and quote EIBA or email them at eiba@dastechnology.co.uk  

 

 

If you would like to discuss this matter further then please do contact Peter Thompson on 01664 

481900 or email peterthompson@eiba.co.uk  

 

Further information is available at the Premier Sports website under FAQ’s or by emailing 

enquries@premiersports.tv 

Ends 
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